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Direct injection enables precise control of the fuel/air mixture so that engines can be
tuned for improved power and fuel economy, but ongoing research challenges remain
in improving the technology for commercial applications. As fuel prices escalate DI
engines are expected to gain in popularity for automotive applications. This important
book, in two volumes, reviews the science and technology of different types of DI
combustion engines and their fuels. Volume 1 deals with direct injection gasoline and
CNG engines, including history and essential principles, approaches to improved fuel
economy, design, optimisation, optical techniques and their applications. Reviews key
technologies for enhancing direct injection (DI) gasoline engines Examines approaches
to improved fuel economy and lower emissions Discusses DI compressed natural gas
(CNG) engines and biofuels
The Seventh Edition of TODAY'S TECHNICIAN: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE
PERFORMANCE is a comprehensive learning package designed to build automotive
skills in both classroom and shop settings. Following current ASE Education
Foundationcriteria, this two-manual set examines each of the major systems affecting
engine performance and drivability—including intake and exhaust, sensors,
computerized engine controls, fuel, ignition, and emissions. The Classroom Manual
addresses system theory, while a coordinating Shop Manual covers tools, procedures,
diagnostics, testing, and service. The new Seventh Edition features updates to cover
the latest automotive technologies and take automotive technician training to new
levels. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Light and Heavy Vehicle Technology, Fourth Edition, provides a complete text and
reference to the design, construction and operation of the many and varied components
of modern motor vehicles, including the knowledge needed to service and repair them.
This book provides incomparable coverage of both cars and heavier vehicles, featuring
over 1000 illustrations. This new edition has been brought fully up to date with modern
practices and designs, whilst maintaining the information needed to deal with older
vehicles. Two entirely new sections of the book provide a topical introduction to
alternative power sources and fuels, and battery-electric, hybrid and fuel-cell vehicles.
More information on the latest developments in fuel injection, diesel engines and
transmissions has also been added. An expanded list of technical abbreviations now
contains over 200 entries – a useful resource for professional technicians in their day-today work. This book is an essential textbook for all students of automotive engineering,
particularly on IMI / C&G 4000 series and BTEC courses and provides all the
underpinning knowledge required for NVQs to level 3. By bridging the gap between
basic and more advanced treatments of the subject, it also acts as a useful source of
information for experienced technicians and technically minded motorists, and will help
them to improve their knowledge and skills.
Hybrid drives and the operation of hybrid vehicles are characteristic of contemporary
automotive technology. Together with the electronic driver assistant systems, hybrid
technology is of the greatest importance and both cannot be ignored by today’s car drivers.
This technical reference book provides the reader with a firsthand comprehensive description
of significant components of automotive technology. All texts are complemented by numerous
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detailed illustrations.
This book offers readers essential insights into system design for deep space probes and
describes key aspects such as system design, orbit design, telecommunication, GNC, thermal
control, propulsion, aerobraking and scientific payload. Each chapter includes the basic
principles, requirements analysis, procedures, equations and diagrams, as well as practical
examples that will help readers to understand the research on each technology and the major
concerns when it comes to developing deep space probes. An excellent reference resource for
researchers and engineers interested in deep space exploration, it can also serve as a
textbook for university students and those at institutes involved in aerospace.
Chiefly reprints of translations from foreign aeronautical journals.

The book addresses the perceived need for a publication with looks at both, climate
smart technologies and the integration of renewable energy and energy efficiency in
mitigation and adaptation responses. Based on a set of papers submitted as part of the
fifth on-line climate conference (CLIMATE 2012) and a major conference on renewable
energy on island States held in Mauritius in 2012, the book provides a wealth of
information on climate change strategies and the role of smart technologies. The book
has been produced in the context of the project "Small Developing Island Renewable
Energy Knowledge and Technology Transfer Network" (DIREKT), funded by the ACP
Science and Technology Programme, an EU programme for cooperation between the
European Union and the ACP region. ?
Donny is the Winner of the 2012 International Book Awards. Donny Petersen offers the
real deal in performancing your Harley-Davidson Twin Cam. Graphics, pictures, and
charts guide the reader on a sure-footed journey to a thorough H-D Twin Cam
performance understanding. Petersen's insight makes technical issues understandable
even for the novice. Donny simply explains what unfailingly works in performancing the
Twin Cam. This is the second volume of Petersen's long-awaited Donny's Unauthorized
Technical Guide to Harley Davidson 1936 to Present. This twelve-volume series by the
dean of motorcycle technology examines the theory, design, and practical aspects of
Twin Cam performance. Donny studied privately with Harley-Davidson engineers,
having worked on Harleys for over 35 years. He founded Toronto's Heavy Duty Cycles
in 1974, North America's premier motorcycle shop. Donny has ridden hundreds of
performanced Shovels, Evos, and Twin Cams across four continents doing all of his
own roadside repairs. He has acquired his practical knowledge the hard way. Donny
has the privilege of sharing his performance secrets the easy way. Donny will walk you
through detailed performancing procedures like headwork, turbo-supercharging,
nitrous, big-inch Harleys and completing simple hop-up procedures like air breathers,
exhausts, and ignition modifications. Donny Petersen feels honored to share the wealth
of his motorcycle knowledge and technical expertise.
This is the fourth edition of a textbook which aims to cover the construction of motor
vehicles and their components in a manner simple enough to be understood by young
apprentices beginning their training as mechanics, and detailed enough to serve as a
solid foundation for later work.

"Theory and practical content that fulfills the requirements for the Master Level
ASE Foundation Automotive Technology program accreditation. Designed
primarily for post-secondary community college, apprenticeship, and private
college automotive technology programs. Meets the ASE Education Foundation
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Accreditation standards. Dovetails with CDX Online learning management
system, including over 1,000 videos and interactive animations. Part of a
complete training curriculum"-The optimum length of slot for satisfactory damping in roll over a large range of
angles of attack was found to be slightly over 50 percent of the semispan for the
form of slot tested.
Includes a mid-December issue called Buyer guide edition.
Chiefly translations from foreign aeronautical journals.
NASA Technical TranslationTechnical Note - National Advisory Committee for
AeronauticsTechnical NotesTechnical Memorandum
Most vehicles run on fossil fuels, and this presents a major emissions problem as demand for
fuel continues to increase. Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicle Technologies gives an
overview of key developments in advanced fuels and vehicle technologies to improve the
energy efficiency and environmental impact of the automotive sector. Part I considers the role
of alternative fuels such as electricity, alcohol, and hydrogen fuel cells, as well as advanced
additives and oils, in environmentally sustainable transport. Part II explores methods of
revising engine and vehicle design to improve environmental performance and fuel economy. It
contains chapters on improvements in design, aerodynamics, combustion, and transmission.
Finally, Part III outlines developments in electric and hybrid vehicle technologies, and provides
an overview of the benefits and limitations of these vehicles in terms of their environmental
impact, safety, cost, and design practicalities. Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicle
Technologies is a standard reference for professionals, engineers, and researchers in the
automotive sector, as well as vehicle manufacturers, fuel system developers, and academics
with an interest in this field. Provides a broad-ranging review of recent research into advanced
fuels and vehicle technologies that will be instrumental in improving the energy efficiency and
environmental impact of the automotive sector Reviews the development of alternative fuels,
more efficient engines, and powertrain technologies, as well as hybrid and electric vehicle
technologies
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